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1. Introduction. One of the interesting tools in algebraic number theory

is the Gauss-Kronecker theorem on the content of a product of forms. This

result is used in various ways. For example the fact that the unique factoriza-

tion of ideals carries over to finite algebraic extensions was, in the past, proved

using this tool [3]. Modern proofs not using the form theory have been

constructed from several points of view, we refer to [2; 6; 7; 9]. Actually,

in his Grundziige [5], Kronecker gave a development of the arithmetic of

number fields (and more general domains) in which the form theory plays

the central role, while the ideal theory of Dedekind is very much in the

shadows. This is not taken very seriously in our time, however Weyl [8] cast

this development of Kronecker into a version more accessible to the modern

reader. Finally, the Kronecker theorem on forms is useful in showing that

the most natural definition of the norm of an ideal, norm equals the product

of conjugates, always yields an ideal in the ground field.

In many situations it is extremely convenient, indeed almost imperative,

to have a principal ideal ring instead of a Dedekind ring. The usual modern

device for passing to this technically vastly simpler situation is to localize

either by passing to £-adic completions or by forming the quotient ring with

respect to the complement of a finite set of prime ideals. The form theory has

not generally been looked upon as a tool for accomplishing this reduction to

principal ideals, none-the-less, this is precisely what it accomplishes; and this

is what we propose to discuss here. In a certain sense it accomplishes the

task much better than does localization because with localization the bulk

of the structure of the ideal group is lost, whereas with forms this structure

is preserved down to the finest detail.

What we shall do is simply gather together several more or less known

facts and interpret them in terms of the ideal theory of rational function fields

related to the given Dedekind domain. The full Kronecker theory does in-

deed apply to more general domains, whose applications are, however, some-

what problematical, and so we shall limit ourselves to the Dedekind do-

mains^).
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(') After this paper was prepared, it was brought to the author's attention by Professor

Zassenhaus that similar considerations were discussed in Professor Artin's lectures some years

ago.
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2. Preliminaries. In this section we simply state most of the known

things we shall deal with and settle on a notation.

Let o be an integral domain with classical (Dedekind) ideal theory. This

means that each ideal a is a unique product a = pip2 • • • of prime ideals. If

k = Q(o) is the quotient field of o, it also means that the fractional ideals of k

w.r.t. o form a group. This entails the ascending chain condition so that each

fractional ideal is finitely generated. If f(x)Ek[x], (x) = (xi, x2, • • • ), is a

polynomial with coefficients ax, a2, ■ ■ • , the content of /is the ideal.

Ct (/) = (ah at, • • •)

generated by these coefficients. The Kronecker theorem then asserts that

/—>Ct (/) is multiplicative:

Ct(/g) = (Ct/)(Ctg).

Because of this the content of a rational function can be defined by

Ct (f/g) = (Ctf)(Ctg)~\

Now let £ be a finite extension of k and let D he the ring of elements of

£ integral over o. Then each element of £ is the quotient of an element of D

over an element of o and, more serious, the ring £) has classical ideal theory.

If (x) = (xi, x2, • • • ) is a set of independent variables, the algebraic structure

of the extension K(x)/k(x) mimics that of K/k, in particular [K(x): k(x)]

= [£:&], and the restriction of the norm function Njc(X)/k(X) to £ is precisely

Aic/i. The same holds for the trace and for the field (characteristic) equation

of an element. In view of this we may shorten the notation by using Nk/ic for

the norm, even when applied to £(x).

In lifting an ideal to the over-field, one can never lose it, as follows from

the important fact that

(a£>) P\ k = a

for each ideal a of k. This is often considered a deeper fact than it is, probably

because some of the older treatments of the classical ideal theory place heavy

emphasis on showing that each ideal divides an element. Since a^(aD)C^k,

we have a = [(a£))r)&]c with ego. Hence agacO, a_1aga_1acO, ogcO,

r'gO, c~1^t>r\k = o, c = 0, a = (aD)P\k. Because of this, there is no harm

in using the same symbol a to denote a and aO.

If SI is an ideal in K and [K: k]=n, the norm of §1 is defined by

Nk/& =  %l ■   ■   ■ 3t„,

the product of the conjugates of SI. This computation takes place in a finite

extension N of K, however the answer is actually an ideal in k—and here is

where we use forms: there is a polynomial £(x)6£[x] such that Ct (£) =31.

We  have  Ax/iSI = 3Ii • ■ • H„ = (Ct £)(Ct Ff) ■ ■ ■ (Ct £B) = Ct (£,••• £„)
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= Ct (NK/hF). But NK/kF(x)Ek(x), so its content is an ideal in k. The defini-

tion of the norm as product of conjugates tells us that the norm is a homo-

morphism:

NKitOm = (A2Q(X«)

and that NK/ka = an for a in k.

It is also true that A21 is the ideal in k generated by all norms of elements

of 21, and this provides a strictly rational, albeit clumsy, alternative definition

of the norm.

If p is a prime ideal in o, and

P = tf ■ • • tf
is its factorization in O into primes, then taking norms yields

n = eif{ + ■ • • + ej'r,       NK,k% = p'S,       // ^ 1.

We have ^3,-P\fe = p and e{ is the ramification order of $< in K/k. In certain

circumstances it is correct to designate // the residue class degree of $,• in

K/k.
Actually, p is maximal in o so that kp = o/p is a field, the residue class field

of p. If $ is one of the primes in P lying over p, then there is a natural imbed-

ding k$SK% and/= [P$: k9]. This number/, the true residue class degree of P

in K/k is bounded by 77.

A few of the harder things, which are actually fairly transparent for

principal ideal rings, are these. First of all fiSfl so that 2~2eif' = n- Actually,

Y, etfi = dim*,, (D/Dp) S [K:k] = n.

There is equality in certain cases. For example if K/k is a separable extension,

or if k is a p-adic field. Conditions for equality are given in [9].

3. The rational function ring. Let us fix attention on one ring o with

classical ideal theory, its quotient field k, and the rational function field

&(x)=£(xi, x2, ■ • ■ ), which is naturally the quotient field of o[x]. We con-

sider the domain

Ox = {r(x) E Kx) \ Ctr S o}-

That this really is a ring is a consequence of the following.

Lemma 1. Ct (r+s) S (Ct r, Ct s).

Proof. It is obvious when r and 5 are polynomials; in general, it follows

from writing r and 5 with a common denominator.

Next, let S = SX denote the (multiplicatively closed) set

S= U(x)Go[x]|Ctg = o}-
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Lemma 2. We have

Ox = o[x]s.

Proof. Clearly, each element of the quotient ring is in ox. Conversely, if

r(x)60i, we may write r(x) =/(x)/g(x) with/, g6o[x]. We select a poly-

nomial &6o[x] so that (Ct g)(Ct h) = (b) is principal. Then g(x)h(x) =bv(x)

with t)(x)6o[x], Ct(^)=o. Since rEox, we have Ctg^Ctf, (b)^Ct (fh),

fh = bu with w(x)6o[x], r = u/vEo[x]s.

From this follows the evident corollary.

Corollary. We have

k(x) = k[x]s.

Now let [K: k]=n and let £> denote the ring of elements of £ integral

over o. Then [£(x): k(x)] =re and £)x is perfectly well defined in £(x).

Lemma 3. As in Lemma 2, let S denote the set of polynomials in o[x] of

content o. Then

Ox = D[x]s

and, indeed, this ring is the integral closure of ox in K(x).

Proof. It is clear that OfxJslO.. By Lemma 2, if R(x)EDx, then £(x)

= F(x)/G(x), where F, G E £>[x], Ct G = O. We have g(x) = NK/kG(x)

= G(x)H(x), £f(x)6©[x] and Ctg(x)=o, g(x)ES. Consequently, £(x)

= F(x)H(x)/g(x) is in D[x]s.

Now let £(x)6£>* so that £(x) = £(x)/g(x), £(x)60[x], g(x)6o[x],

Ct (g) = o. Since each coefficient of £(x) is integral over o, £ is integral over

o [x], and a fortiori over ox. But g(x) is a unit in ox, hence £(x) is integral over

Ox-

On the other hand, assume £(x) is integral over ox, say

Rm + ri(x)Rm~l + ■ ■ ■ + rm(x) = 0

with r,-(x)6ox. It follows from Lemma 1 that

(Ct £)•» g (Ct (riR**-*), ■ ■ ■ , Ct (rm)) g ((Ct 2c)"-1, (Ct £)>»-2, ■■■,£>).

It follows easily that the ideal Ct (£) of the field K w.r.t. the Dedekind ring

O is an integral ideal—any prime ideal in the denominator of Ct £ would

appear to a lower power on the left than on the right. Thus Ct (£) g £),

R60*.
It is an evident corollary that 0^ itself is integrally closed.

4. The main results. These are stated in this section; the proofs are given

in the next.

Theorem A. Phe domain ox is a principal ideal ring.
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If a is any fractional ideal of £(x) w.r.t. ox, we set

Ct 5 = g.c.d. (Ct r(x); r(x) E a).

Thus 5—»Ct 5 is a mapping on the group of fractional ideals of &(x) onto that

of k. We note that aSox implies Ct a So.

Theorem B. The mapping a—>a = Ct a is an isomorphism of the ideal group

of kix) onto that of k. The semi-group of integral ideals of ox is mapped onto that

of o, prime ideals corresponding.

This mapping is characterized in the following way:

a—>a= Ct a = ar^k,       a —»a = o^a.

Suppose that a is an integral ideal and a<-Kt. Then there is a natural iso-

morphism

d/a « io/a)[x]T

where T is the set of nondivisors of zero in (o/ct) [x]. This isomorphism is in-

duced by the natural extension of o—->o/ct to o[x]. In particular, for a prime ideal

p, the residue class fields correspond according to

Hx)i = o*/p ~ (o/p)(x) = k9ix).

Supplement to Theorem B. 7/ o is the valuation ring of a idiscrete)

valuation V, then ox is the valuation ring for the natural extension of V to kix):

ViJfaiMi) = min (Fa,),

where the Mi are distinct monomials.

This result shows the connection with the known characterization of

Dedekind rings in terms of valuations. (See [6] and the forthcoming second

volume of [9].)

Now let [K: k]=n and let £) be the ring of integral elements of K w.r.t. o.

Theorem C. The diagram

Ct
[ideal group of Kix)]-> [ideal group of K]

iATK(x)/k(x) INK/k

[ideal group of kix)]-> [ideal group of k]

is commutative.

If ty is a prime ideal of O, p=$P\o, then the ramification order e in

p = ty' ■ ■ ■ , the norm degree in NK/k$ = P7'. and the residue class degree in

[Kt: k$] =/ coincide respectively with those of the pair ty, p.

If K/k is a separable extension, then the differents and discriminants cor-

respond:
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®K(*)//fc(x)   =   35.K//fc, b.K(x)//fc(x)   =   Ok/4.

// K/k is a galois extension, and we make the natural identification of

&(K/k) with ®(K(x)/k(x)), then the various Hilbert sub-groups of ©, splitting,

inertial, etc., with respect to a prime are the same for K/k as for K(x)/k(x).

The Hilbert "elements" of K and K(x) correspond.

The Hilbert "element" of an automorphism a is the ideal

£„ = gcd{^ - gA\ A 6©}.

5. Proofs of the theorems. We begin with Theorem B by showing first

that Cta = aC\k. If bEaP\k, then bEk(x) and Z> = Ct&6Ctci, hence aC\k
gCt 5. Conversely, let r(x)65 and a = Ctr(x). Then Ct [<z/r(x)] =0,

a/r(x)Eox, aEr(x)ox^a, aEaf\k, Cta^al^k.

Now let 5^o = Ct a = a.r\k. We shall prove that 0*0 = 0. Clearly Oxugct.

Let r(x)65. By Lemma 2, Corollary, r(x)=f(x)/g(x) where f(x)6k[x] and

g(x) is a unit in ox. Thus/(x) 65. We write/(x) = Z°;^ where the Af,- are

distinct monomials and have Ct/=(cii • • • )ga. Since A£6o[x]gox, f(x)

= Za«-^»6oxa, hence r(x)6oxa, agOxCt, <x = oxa.

Next, suppose a is an ideal of k and a = oxa. We shall prove aP\k = a. It is

clear that aga£\&. If aEaC\k, then a= ^f]atri(x), aiEa, rt(x)Eox. We may

use Lemma 2 again to write the rt(x) as fractions with common denominator

a unit of ox, r((x) =fi(x)/g(x), so that a = (Y1aifi(x))/g(x), (a)=Ct (Za»'/«)

g(ui, • • • , a„)ga, an&ga, aP\k = a.
The fact that the mapping a<->a is a one-one correspondence as asserted

is now apparent. The multiplicative character of this correspondence is most

easily seen from

ao—> Oi(ab) = (oxa)(oxb) = ab,

while the assertion about prime ideals is therefore evident.

Now let a be an integral ideal, u<->5. Let d> denote the canonical mapping

0—»r = o/a. We prolong this in the obvious way to a mapping <p on o[x] onto

r[x], and investigate <p(S). Our assertion is that

<p(S) — T = {nondivisors of zero of r[x]}.

If g(x)ES so that Ct g = o, then <bg is certainly a nonzero divisor. In fact

(d>g)(d>h) =0 implies d>(gh)=0, ghEa[x], CtgCth^a, Cth^a, d>h = 0. Con-
versely let <phET. We claim that (Ct h, a) = 0. For otherwise ag (Ct h, a) <o

and there will exist an ideal b, u<bgo, b(Ct h, a) ga. We then pick a poly-

nomial f(x) such that Ct/= b and Ct (fh) ga, (</>/)(<pft) =0, <£/V0, contrary to

the hypothesis that <ph is not a zero-divisor. Thus (Ct h, 0) = 0. This implies

(Ct h, a)=o tor some a6&. If m exceeds deg h, then Ct (h+ax™)=o and

g = h+ax™ = h (mod a) so that gES,<pg=d>h, establishing our assertion above.

It is an easy consequence of this that <b induces a homomorphism on
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Oj = o[x]s onto Vr- If r(x) is in the kernel, r(x) =/(x)/g(x) as in Lemma 2,

then c5/(x) =0,/(x) has coefficients in a, and so 7"(x)£a, and conversely.

Finally, <6 induces

4>: Ox/a ~ (o/a)[x]r.

In case p and p are prime ideals, o/p is a field k9 and 2" consists of all non-

zero polynomials so that the right-hand side is the rational function field

kpix).

The supplement follows easily from the definitions.

We may dispose of Theorem A easily. If a is an ideal of &(x), then by

Theorem B, a = a0xfor a = Ct a. If a = (ai, • • • , af) and/(x) is any polynomial

with coefficients a,-, then Ct/ = a, hence a = (/(x)).

In view of this, the first assertion of Theorem C is clear. In fact if 21 is

an ideal of K, 21 = iAi, • • •), and P(x) has coefficients Ai, • • • ,then2l = (P),

TV Ct I = A21 = Ct NF = Ct 7V2L The statements about the ramification order

and various degrees follow from this and the results of Theorem B.

In the separable case, the different may be defined by

2k/*= {A E K | SK,t(AD) go},

where 5 is the trace function. We have

(SWiw)-1 = {Rix) E Kix) \s[R(x)D,] S Ox}.

Setting P(x) =F(x)/g(x) according to Lemma 3, and using the linearity of

the trace, we have

(Sfcw/iw)-1 = {*(*) I S[.R(*)0] S Ox}

= [P(x)|5[F(x)0] S Ox}

= {Rix) | F(x) E ©*/*[*]} = i^K/k)'1.

This gives the correspondence between differents, that for discriminants is

obtained by taking norms.

The results on galois extension will now be routine to those familiar with

the Hilbert theory. We merely mention that the characterizations of the

various Hilbert subfields in terms of maximality properties relative to the

factorization of the prime in question makes the results transparent.

6. Further remarks. We first note an evident consequence of Theorem A.

Corollary. The adjunction of sets of variables is transitive:

(0x)„ = o„       z= {x,y}.

For the typical element of (Ox)t, is a rational function of the form

P(x, y)/Gix, y) where P, G£0x[y] and the content in ox of C?(x, y) is ox. Clear-

ing the denominators puts this into the form/(x, y)/g(x, y) where/, gEo [x, y]

and Ct g = o.
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The considerations of Theorems B and C carry over to modules in the

following way. Suppose W is a subset of K which is an o-module. Then

5D?x = Ox9)c is the Ox-module it generates in £(x). We assert that WxP\K = '>Bt.

To prove this we observe first the easy part, 9JJ g 9JJx£\£, and pass to the

reverse inclusion. Suppose AETtxr\K. Then A =f(x)/g(x), where f(x)

69tt[x], g(x)6o(x), and Ctg = o. Equating coefficients, we deduce that

AEoM = Tl.
The part of Theorem C dealing with the different now carries over to

complementary modules. Suppose K/k is a separable extension and that Wt

is a finite o-submodule of £ which contains a basis of K over k. The comple-

mentary module W is defined by W= {AEK\SK/k(AW)^o}. We now as-

sert that (Wlf)' = (9)F)x. The proof is similar to that in §5 for the different.

The connection between the discriminant and ramification is relatively

easy to see in the Kummer case [8, p. 75, ff.] because of the special type of

integral basis. The following statements show a partial connection between

this and the general case.

Proposition 1. J/coi, • • • , o>„ is an integral basis of £> over o, then it is

also an integral basis of Ox over ox. More generally, if an ideal 21 of K has an

ideal basis an, • • • , an over o, then Six has the same ideal basis over ox.

Proof. Suppose 3I = oaiffi ■ • ■ ®oan. By Lemma 3, Dx = oxD, so by Theo-

rem B, Six = OxSI = 0x031 = 0x31 = 0xaie • • • ©0xa„.

An extension K/k is called locally separable everywhere if each residue class

field extension Ky/kv is separable.

Proposition 2. Suppose K/k is a separable extension which is locally

separable everywhere. Let coi, • • • , «„ be an integral basis of O over o and set

£ = COiXi +   •   •   •  + 03nXn

so that £EK(x), x = (xi, • • • , xf). Then

i, t, e, ■ ■ ■, ?-1

is an integral basis of £)x over ox.

The proof of this fact can be lifted from Theorem 35 of Hilbert [4] and

is closely connected with the relation between the different and the elements.

We intend to return to this subject at a later date.

As a consequence we have the following.

Proposition 3. Let K/k be a separable extension which is locally separable

everywhere. Then for a suitable x = (xi, • • • ), the ring Ox has an integral basis

of the form 1 ,£,••• , g"-1 over ox.

For we simply adjoin /. Then o( is a principal ideal ring, hence £)t has an

integral basis over Ot. Now Proposition 2 applies; we adjoin re other variables

xi, ■ • • , xn and take x=(t, xi, ■ • ■ , xf).
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Another result which shows the usefulness of forms is this.

Proposition 4. Suppose coi, • • • , co„ is an integral basis of £3 over o and

that «!,-••, an is an ideal basis of 21 over o. Suppose also that a»-= 2~2aijO)j,

anEk. Then

AXA2l = (det \oi,\).

Proof. In case 21 = iA) is a principal ideal, then ^4coi, • • • , Aun is also an

ideal basis of 21 which we may use in place of the basis a since the two are

related by a unimodular substitution. But from .4co; = ^a,-ytoy we have

A2I = (A^) = (det |a,-y|).
In the general case we simply adjoin a variable x, pass to Ox, which is a

principal ideal ring, and then use Theorem C.

It is clear that a slightly more general result is available. Suppose 21 and

$b have ideal bases au • • • , an; p\, • • • , (3„ resp., and that a,= ^ay/S,-. Then

A(2I»-1) = (det \aij\).
7. Conclusion. The real meaning of Theorems B and C is that the arith-

metric structure of k and its finite extensions which centers around the ideal

group carries over to an identical structure for the rational function field,

and the correspondence between ideals is the most natural one. This is not

really surprising in view of the fact that we are adjoining independent vari-

ables in an essentially algebraic situation. All this gives real significance to

the role of forms in classical ideal theory. Theorem A which asserts that the

ideal theory in the rational function field is the simplest one can hope for,

principal ideal theory, accounts precisely for the success of the technique of

forms.
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